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Los Comanches
PIECES OF AN HISTORIC, FOLKLORIC DETECTIVE STORY, PART 1

Thomas W. Kavanagh

T

he New Mexican folk drama Los Comanches memorializes an historic confrontation between the Comanches and the New Mexican

Spaniards. Or does it? Ever since the text was published in 19°7, researchers
have dated the folk drama Los Comanches to the eighteenth century. However, scholars have also acknowledged that the history associated with the
play is "somewhat confused.:'J This essay is an attempt to untangle some of
that confusion.
The plot of Los Comanches is, as one commentator has described it,
"quite simple."z A force led by Carlos Fernandez faces a Comanche force
led by Cuerno Verde (Green Horn). The action takes place in an open
space between the Comanches' camp and the Spaniards' "castle." Mter some
initial exchanges and attempts at trading, two young children, called "Pecas"
in the play, are taken captive.) The various players advance and boast of
their prowess. In the climax, a battle breaks out in which the Spaniards are
victorious, and the play ends with the fall of the Comanche chief, the recovery of the Pecas, and the sacking of the Comanche village. Implicit in
the drama is that peace was the result of the Comanche chief's demise.

Thomas W. Kavanagh is currently at the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Seton
Hall University. He has published extensively on Comanche culture and history. His latest
book, Comanche Ethnography, 1933: The Field Notes of Gustav G. Carlson, E. Adamson

Hoebel, and Waldo R. Wedel, is currently in press at the University of Nebraska Press.
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Some of the confusion associated with Los Comanches was inevitable.
For more than three-quarters of the eighteenth century, relations between
New Mexico and the NtimtintHi (the Comanches' own name for themselves)
were stormy at best and often violent. Toward the end of that century, the two
sides arranged a mutually satisfactory peace through a series of military and
diplomatic actions. This peace lasted well into the nineteenth century. Although the official reports of those events were put away in archives or otherwise forgotten, the events themselves were so important to Nuevomexicanos
that they were remembered in a variety of oral forms, stories, and poetic
verses. Even if people did not remember the specific details, they knew the
general outline of the events: someone, somewhere, at some time in the
past, fought with the Comanches; at some later time, someone, somewhere,
made peace with them. If pressed for specific details, Nuevomexicanos filled
in with whatever details were at hand, describing battles in heroic and epic
terms, explaining hostilities as the result of defaulted promises or filial piety, and attributing the peace to military prowess or shrewd deception.
By the middle of the nineteenth century, some of those folk-facts had
been recorded and published; some of the archived documents also had
been dusted off and published. In the early twentieth century, the play itself
was published in Spanish and then in an English translation. Scholars of
many stripes -literary, Hispanic, history, Anglo, anthropology, activistbegan to compare the various sets of texts, folk-facts, the play, and the archival documents. There were several "ah hah!" moments (e.g., "This was
undoubtedly the battle described in the drama").4 Unfortunately, as it turns
out, that conclusion is questionable.
Several intertwining and cross-pollinating vines began to grow in New
Mexican historical literature about the Comanche Wars, the Comanche
Peace, and Los Comanches. The folk-processes of memory and invention
(and political expediency) were fertilized by scholarly and historical research.
Some of these exchanges have produced creativity and insight, a mestizaje
of ideas. Others have, unfortunately, resulted in error and confusion, a tangle
of faulty historical inferences.
To unravel this confusion, one must be a detective, seeking the earliest documentary sources to answer the basic questions: Who knew what and when did
they know it? Who had the story wrong? Who are the usual suspects?
Part 1 of this article will trace the historical growth ofsome of those vines.
The structure chronologically establishes the sequence of knowledge and
publication-the history of the history. The fundamental question of this
article asks how authors of documents relating to the history of Los
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Comanches gained knowledge of the events they recorded. Was the information first hand? If n?t, where did the author get it? In the absence of
citations, can lines of influence from one source to another be established?
In part 1 of this article, I will also make an effort to identify historical
references from the play to determine whether the characters in the drama
represent actual historical figures. The Spaniard characters in the play are
Carlos Fernandez, Salvador Ribera, Jose de la Pena, Toribio Ortiz, and
Tomas Madril (or Madrid). Cuerno Verde joins the other Comanche characters ofOso Pardo (Grey Bear), Cabeza Negra (Black Head), Lobo Blanco
(White Wolf), Zapata Cuenta (Beaded Moccasin), and Tabaco Chupa
Janchi (Tobacco-Smoking Janchi). There is also a liminal interlocutor,
Barriga Dulce (Sweet Belly). The play invokes a dramatic battle to prepare
the way for the Comanche Peace. Was there such a battle?
A more textual analysis of the play is the focus of part 2. The central
question in part 2 is whether there might be an entirely different story behind Los Comanches. Although scholars have claimed that the plqy was
composed soon after the events it portrays and that it was intended as a
dramatization of eighteenth-century Comanche-New Mexican relations,
this claim is more often asserted than demonstrated. Focusing on a few
overlooked details ofthe text, part 2 will suggest two conclusions. First, these
details suggest a later time frame for the composition of the Los Comanches
text. Second, textual details, along with evidence of the probable author of
the original play, indicate that the context of the play was not the localized
eighteenth-century relations between Comanches and New Mexicans in
their remote corner of the Spanish empire, but the much greater threats to
Spanish sovereignty and authority at home in Iberia.

The Story So Far: Who Knew What and When Did They Know It?

Pedro Bautista Pino, 1812
The earliest published account of the "defeat" of the Comanches and the
resultant peace is Pedro Bautista Pino's 1812 Exposici6n sucinta y sencilla de
la provincia del Nuevo Mexico (Succinct and simple exposition of the province ofNew Mexico). Pino was a native New Mexican, although his father
and grandfather were from Mexico City. His forebears settled at the small
village of Tome, south of Albuquerque, where Pedro was born about 1750. In
1780 he was assistant alcalde of Laguna; by 1786 he was an attorney in Santa
Fe. In 1810 he was selected by lot to be New Mexico's representative to the
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junta central de las Espanas, commonly called the Cortes (Congress), in
Cadiz, Spain. As representative he wrote the Exposici6n, which was first
published in 1812. 5 Several later publications reprinted its text with greater
or lesser fidelity.6
Pino devoted a section of his appendix to describing the Naciones de
gentiles que rodean la provincia (Heathen [or savage] nations which surround the province). It included a summary, Idea del Comanche:
The wars they [Comanches] have had with us [Spanish] have always
been tenacious and bloody. They kept the province in a state of
watchfulness until the year 1783, when the Governor Don Juan
Bautista de Anza decided to punish them. Going out in person, after
having made all the dispositions for a decisive action, and succeeded
in defeating 30 captains (none accepting quarter) and even their
general gefe (general chief) Tabivo narityante (handsome and brave)
named Cuerno Verde died in this memorable campaign, in which our
own troops performed marvelous feats of valor. 7
From the above date forward, they have maintained themselves at
peace and good harmony with us; fulfilling with the greatest care all
the conditions of treaties; as well the same we endeavor to observe on
our part so as not to offend their sensibilities. s
The Exposici6n displays some knowledge ofIndians and ofthe Comanche
language, or at least of some Comanche words. But the words Tabivo
narityante, used to describe the general jefe Cuerno Verde, do not mean
"handsome and brave." The first word is clearly the pan-Shoshonean word
tabebo, contracted in later Comanche to taivo, meaning "non-Indian." The
word written as narityante by Pi no's typesetter is narn7yahttl (dangerous,
mean). Unfortunately, the whole phrase is unclear: Did it describe a "dangerous White man" or a "danger to a White man?"9
The list of "Indian Nations which surround the province" included some
Apache groups, such as Llaneros, Mescaleros, Carlanes, and Lipanes, as
well as a number of other indigenous groups:
Llamparicas, which means in their language "grass eaters." The
Ancavistis, which means "red people." The Cuchunticas, the "eaters of
buffalo." The Jupis, "men of the woods." The Muares, "big captains."
The Chaguaguanos, I do not know what it means. The Pasuchis,
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Cahiguas, Aas-orejones, Jumanes, Cuampes, Panana, Canseres,
Guasachis. Included in those nations are the Yutas with whom we are
at peace. The same with the Navajoes and the honorable Comanches,
who are the three most powerful and which had put the province at
the greatest risk ofloss. 1O
The first, third, and fourth names on Pino's list are clearly the Comanche
language ethnonyms yamparika (root eater), kotsoteka (buffalo eater), and
hupe (wood), who were also known as hupemm (people of the woods). Those
were the major Comanche political groups of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. However, the separation of these groups from the whole
of the "honorable" Comanches suggests that, while Pino knew the words
and their literal meanings, he did not know the internal Comanche
sociopolitical organization. 1I
The second ethnonym on Pino's list is the Comanche word ekapits (red
person); it is otherwise unrecorded as an ethnonym. The Muares and
Chaguaguanos were Ute groups-again Pino separated the names of the
component groups from the name of the whole group. Both Ute groups and
the Pasuchis (Paiutes) were noted by cartographer Bernard Miera y Pacheco
on his 1778 map of the Dominguez-Escalante Expedition to the Far West,
but those names are otherwise rare in the New Mexican recordsY By Pino's
time, Cahigua probably referred to the Kiowas, although earlier that term
may have been applied to other groups. The word Jumanes is problematic
in Plains/Southwest history. Jumanes is now considered a generic descriptor implying "striped" or "tattooed" rather than a specific tribal ethnonym.
In the early eighteenth century, Jumanes referred to groups in the southern
Pecos Valley. By the end of the century, it referred to Wichitas and related
groups on the Red RiverY Panana is either Pawnee or Wichita, Canseres is
probably Kansa, and Guasachi is probably Osage. The name of the Plains
group Aas-orejones is also problematic; modern Yamparika Comanches have
suggested that the word Aa is "horn" (thus a close physiological position to
the orejones [ears]), and that it refers to the Crows with whom the Yamparikas
had various relations)4 That leaves only the Cuampes as unidentified.
Pi no did not list his sources, but one was likely Joseph Villasenor y
Sanchez's Theatro americano: descripci6n general de los reynos y provincias
de la Nueva-Espana (1748), which listed many of the same Indian nations
around New Mexico in much the same order. 15 This raises the question of
where Pino might have seen the work ofVillasenor. From the statistics cited
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in the Exposici6n, it is likely that Pino had drafted at least part of his report
before he left New Mexico, and it is possible that there was a copy of Theatro
americano in Santa Fe (or Tome, where Pino's father owned "fifteen published tomes by various authors.")16 But if Pino had drafted the Exposici6n in
Santa Fe, where there would have been other sources available to aid him,
why did he admit that he did not know what the word Chaguaguanos meant?
Thomas James, 1846
In the mid-1840s, former Illinois militia general Thomas James wrote a rambling memoir of his experiences in the western trade some twenty years
earlier. In the narrative of his only trip to Santa Fe (1821-1822), one long
paragraph summarized the tale of a Spanish and Comanche fight told to
James by "an old man in Santa Fe whom I employed about my store ... in
which he [the old man] ... took part." According to James, victory came to
the Spaniards through deception rather than military valor. They offered
peace to the Comanches, smoked the "pipe of peace" with them, and maintained cordial relations for three days. All the while, the Spanish bought up
all their bows and arrows, then, they attacked and killed all the ComanchesY
In James's version, none of the protagonists were named, but his dating,
"a few years previous to our revolutionary war" (1776-1781), is close to Pino's
date of 1783. It is not clear if the obvious dislike of Mexicans revealed by
James elsewhere in his book dated from his own experiences in New Mexico
or was a feature of the contemporary buildup to the Mexican-American War.
Still, James noted that the peace held "from that day to this."18
William Watts Hart Davis, 1857 and L. Bradford Prince, 1883
William Watts Hart Davis was U.S. District Attorney for New Mexico Territory from 1853 to 1856. During that time he examined the then extant "official records in the office of the Secretary of the Territory at Santa Fe" and,
on his return to the States in 1857, he wrote and published a book based on
his experiences: El Gringo; Or, New Mexico and Her People. Like James,
Davis had a low opinion of New Mexicans, but it is not clear whether that
influenced his account of the Comanche Peace. Davis states:
Several severe battles were fought between [the Comanches and New
Mexicans], among which may be mentioned the action of Green
Horn, about the middle of the last century, and that of El Rita Don
Carlos, which took place in 1783. The last and most desperate action
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was fought at Rabbit Ear in 1785. The Camanches [sic] were on their
return from an expedition against the village of Tome, in Valencia
county: ... They had also obtained a large amount of booty, and made
prisoners two sisters of the name of Pino. The territorial troops,
numbering two hundred and fifty men, commanded by Lieutenant
Guerrero, made an attack upon the Indians while they were assembled
in council. ... The loss of the Camanches in these two actions was so
great that they sued for peace soon after, when a treaty was made with
them, which they have kept up to the present time. 19
Davis is the earliest published mention of an attack on Tome. Davis's date,
1783, is the same as Pino's. The "action of Green Horn" may be an echo of
Cuerno Verde, and the Rabbit Ears location is possibly gleaned from Santa
Fe Trail sources (see the discussion of George Sibley below). As in James's
account, Davis wrote that the peace still held "up to the present time."
Davis's account was taken almost word for word by L. Bradford Prince for
his Historical Sketches ofNew Mexico: From the Earliest Records to the American Occupation (1883).20 One difference is that Davis reported the Comanche
attack on Tome as a singular event, whereas Prince placed it within a wider
Comanche sweep through the Rio Abajo. Another divergence is Davis's reference to "the action of Green Horn"; Prince wrote "the action at Green Horn"
[italics added]. By Prince's time, in light of the then recent Red River War of
1874-1875, the Comanche Peace was no longer characterized as "from that
day to this" (James), or "up to the present time" (Davis), but Prince described
the Comanches as "not troublesome for a considerable time."21
Juan Bautista de Anza, 1856

In 1856, in the series Documentos para la Historia de Mexico, the first contemporary document" relevant to Los Comanches was published: Juan
Bautista de Anza's Diario de la expedicion que sale a practicar contra la
nacion Cumanche (1779).22 Unfortunately that original series is extremely
rare and, where found, is often noted as "deteriorated" or "badly bound."
Moreover, it has been described as having many "errors in copying."23 Luckily, contemporary copies ofAnza's original documents exist and can be consulted. In 1932 historian Alfred B. Thomas used one of those copies for his
translation in Forgotten Frontiers, which will generally be followed here. 24
Anza chronicled a campaign against the Comanches waged in AugustSeptember 1779. In this operation, Anza led a force of over 573 veteran
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soldiers, militia, and Pueblo Indian auxiliaries north along the west side of
the Rio Grande, then across to the headwaters of the Arkansas River in the
Sierra Almagre of southern Colorado. 25
How much Anza knew of his opponents before the campaign is indeterminable; any documents indicating plans prior to the execution of the campaign have not been located. Indeed, it was not until some two weeks into
the campaign, after attacking a Comanche supply camp and capturing its
inhabitants-the bulk of the Comanche fighters were away from the camp
raiding-that Anza learned from a captive the name of his opponent:
I [Anza] asked questions about the rest of their rancherfas to ascertain
whether I could strike another blow, I drew nothing certain from them
until nine o'clock at night, when the last two informed me that their
chiefI,] or captain-general, [was] Cuerno Verde. 26
Three days later, in his account of another battle, Anza described Cuerno
Verde in depth:
In this way was recognized from his insignia and devices the famous
chief Cuerno Verde ... the cruel scourge of this kingdom ... he had
exterminated many pueblos, killing hundreds.... His own nation
accuse him, ever since he took command, of forcing them to take up
arms and volunteer against the Spaniards, a hatred of whom has
dominated him because his father who also held the same command
and power met death at our hands. 27
Finally, in summarizing the results of his campaign in a letter to his superior, Comdr. Gen. Teodoro de Croix of the Provincias Intemas (Internal
Provinces), Anza included a short paragraph describing his victory over
Cuerno Verde:
Their great chief or general, Cuerno Verde, who with four of his
principal captains, his sumo pujacante or priest, his first born son, heir
to his command, died at our hands as well as fifty-two young men and
more than thirty of their women and children .... The head-dress of
the above named Chieftain, Cuerno Verde, because it was known and
distinguished among his people, as well as that of the second in
command, Jumping Eagle [Aguila Bolteada], I give myself the
satisfaction of sending to the hands of your lordship.28
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These documents provide a positive identification of the Spanish and
Comanche protagonists of a battle such as described by Pino, although the
date given by Anza was August-September 1779, not Pino's 1783, and Anza
claimed only four "principal captains" rather than Pino's "thirty." None of
the events, however, except for the presence of Cuerno Verde, parallel those
in Los Comanches, and Aquila Bolteada is notably absent from the play.
Anza's use ofthe terms primogenito (first-born son) and heredero del mando
(heir to his command) are problematic. Comanche kinship does not distinguish birth order of children; "first-born" would have been meaningless for
a Comanche. More specifically, in Comanche political culture and in most
of the northern Mexican Indian cultures of which Anza claimed to have
knowledge, leadership was earned, not inherited. Although the son of a
Comanche paraivo (chief) might become chief after his father, he would
rise because he had earned the respect of his people (his own kinsmen), not
because he was his father's son. In Comanche society, there was no social
role of "heir."29
At the same time, someone in Anza's army did have enough knowledge
of the Comanche language to know the word pujacante, clearly the
Comanche word puhakattt (possessor of medicine power). As with heredero
(heir), there was no Comanche social class corresponding to sacerdote
(priest), although a puhakatH with war medicine could form a "medicine
society" with himself as leader.

In all likelihood, the man known to Anza as Cuerno Verde was a powerful (in all senses) and charismatic Comanche tekwttniwapi (warrior). He may
have also been a paraivo, a political leader. Indeed, the presence of multiple
women and children in the camps suggests that this was a coresidential
group-a band-and not simply a war party. The captive's explanation that
Cuerno Verde had "forced" them all to go to war seems unlikely, and was
probably more reflective of Spaniards' own beliefs about Indians than of
knowledge of Comanche culture and behavior.
The Play Is Transcribed, 1860s

In the mid-nineteenth century, a number of New Mexican scribes made
copies of Los Comanches. In the early 190os, Amado Chaves of Santa Fe
owned a manuscript with the copyist's name,

J. J. Vigil, which

he lent to

Aurelio M. Espinosa and that, Espinosa believed, dated from 1840-185°.
Espinosa knew of other manuscripts but was unable to obtain them. 30
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In the 1940s, Arthur L. Campa possessed a manuscript owned by Rafael
Lucero of El Pino, New Mexico, which he claimed was copied in 1864 by
Miguel Sandoval. Unfortunately, neither Chaves, Espinosa, nor Campa
provided clear provenance for their manuscripts. JI
Hubert Howe Bancroft, 1886
California book seller and historian Hubert Howe Bancroft's History ofArizona and New Mexico includes a brief discussion ofAnza and Cuerno Verde.
Bancroft based his discussion on the error-laden Documentos, and on the
works by Pino and Davis. The first to note the incipient confusion, Bancroft
commented, "Pino, followed by other authors, gives 1783 as the date of a
long effective treaty with the Comanches; but as he mentions the defeat of
Cuerno Verde in the same connection, this may be a reference to an earlier
event."J2 And, in a footnote, he added: "Yet a mention of the campaign appears in the Gaceta de Mex.[ico], i.131-2. It may be that a treaty was made in
[17]83 in consequence of the victory of [17179. Davis, El Gringo, 82-3 also
describes a later battle of [17]85 with the Comanche at Rabbit Ears.... I
have found no original record of this affair."JJ In turn, I have been unable to
find Bancroft's Gaceta reference.
Adolph F. Bandelier, 1888-1892
Adolph F. Bandelier was a Swiss-born historian and anthropologist. Without institutional affiliation, he subsisted on contracts from a variety ofsources.
In the late 1880s, he was employed by the Hemenway Expedition to the
Southwest to gather documentary materials on the history of the Spanish
Southwest. His transcripts of original documents were sewn into volumes
and exhibited at the 1892 Columbian Historical Exposition in Madrid, Spain,
as the "Bandelier Collection of Copies of Manuscripts relative to the History of New Mexico and Arizona," and a calendar listing of them was published in the Report of the United States Commission to the Columbian
Exposition at Madrid, 1892-93. The original transcripts are in the Special
Collections of the Tozzer Library, Harvard University.J4
Bandelier made extracts from several Libras de entierras, the burial ledgers of a number of communities in New Mexico, to determine "the years
when [Indians] harassed certain villages and the numbers of their victims."J5 Of immediate interest is a transcript of the Libra de Entierras de
Albuquerque, Ano de 1777, by Fray Andres Garcfa of Albuquerque. 36 The
entry for 26 May 1777 includes a list of twenty-one individuals-eighteen
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adult men, two teenaged boys, and one teenaged girl-all killed in an
attack, allegedly by Comanches. This entry supports the story, first reported by Davis, of a massacre at Tome, and gives a specific date. Although
the list included two Pinos by name, Jose Miguel Pino and Alexandro
Pino, neither is mentioned in Angelico Chavez's Origins of New Mexico
Families, thus implying that neither one was directly related to Pedro
Bautista Pino. No evidence supports Davis's claim that two Pino girls (perhaps the Pecas of the play) were kidnapped at that time. Interestingly, 26
May is the feast day of San Felipe Neri, patron of the Albuquerque church
of which Tome was a chapel.
Bandelier's extracts from the burial registers also offer some additional
contextual information about the "hundreds" of deaths caused by Cuerno
Verde, as claimed by Anza. Bandelier documented a total of twenty-six killings by Comanches in San Juan, Santa Clara, Isleta, and Pojoaque Pueblos
for the decade prior to 1779. 37 To this total should be added the twenty-one
from Tome in May 1777 and another thirty-four reported in the Albuquerque Libro de entierros for 1776-1778.38 This total neither begins to approach
Anza's reported "hundreds" of deaths nor confirms Prince's claim that
Comanches were rampaging through the entire Rio Arriba valley before
the attack on Tome. 39
Charles F. Lummis, 1891
Charles F. Lummis was the archetypal southwestern romantic, and a friend
and correspondent of Bandelier. Whether Bandelier influenced Lummis
or vice versa is unclear. Lummis's first book, A New Mexico David, included a chapter titled "The Comanche's Revenge."4o This was the most
dramatic exposition of the motif of the massacre and kidnapping of the
girls from Tome:
Tome ... [was] founded in 1769 by Don Ignacio Baca.... The
Comanches were just then inclined to peace, and Don Ignacio ...
soon established friendly relations with them....
About this time an event occurred which gave reason to hope that the
wish [peace between Tome and Comanches] might be realized
suddenly. The Comanche chief ... formed a strong friendship for Don
Ignacio, and at last brought his son, a fine-looking boy of ten, to visit his
new Spanish friends. Senor Baca had a very pretty little daughter, Maria,
... and the two children took a great fancy to each other.
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"Amigo," said the Comanche chief to Senor Baca one day, "see the
children, how they play together. Is it not well that when they grow old
enough we marry them, and make an eternal alliance between my
people and the people of Tome?"
... [E]very year the Comanche chief used to come ... to Tome,
bringing to little Maria lavish presents....
At last, when the boy was nineteen years old, the whole tribe,
decked out in their gayest blankets and buckskins and feathers,
accompanied him to Tome to celebrate the marriage....
But Don Ignacio had changed his mind....
When the Comanches arrived he put on a sorrowful face, "Alas! My
poor daughter! She died of small pox this winter, and I am left alone."
The Comanches received this news with great sorrow.... A year
passed without trouble. Then a party of traders from the pueblo of
Isleta, twelve miles up the river ... [told them] "But it is not true ...
the girl is alive and well." ...
The Comanche chief questioned them closely ... and was so much
enraged ... that he at once began to lay plans for vengeance.
The 8th of September had come, the feast day of Santo Tomas, the
patron saint of Tome....
. . . [T]he Comanches, hideous in their war-paint, were pouring
into the church.... Powerless to resist, they were slaughtered like
sheep, and not a man of Tome was spared to tell the ghastly tale ....
Most of the women and children were spared, and many were carried
off into captivity-among them Maria, the innocent cause of all this
bloodshed.
The Franciscan priest of Albuquerque came down to bury the
dead. 4!
Paralleling Davis's report of a specific attack on Tome, and in contrast to
Davis's claim of a broad raid through the Rio Abajo, Lummis gave a specific
and romantic motivation for the attack. In contrast to the earlier attributions of the captives to the Pino family, Lummis's family name of the single
captive was Baca.
Lummis made no citations to documents except for the reference to the
church records of the Albuquerque priest. Moreover, some of his statements
are egregiously wrong. For instance, the massacre occurred on 26 May, the
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Feast of San Felipe Neri, not 8 September, which is not a feast day of any
Santo Tomas. Of more direct concern here is that of the twenty-one documented deaths in the Tome massacre, there was only one Baca, Crist6bal. 42
Amado Chaves, 1906
Amado Chaves was a lawyer, member of the New Mexico House of Representatives, state senator, mayor of Santa Fe, first superintendent of public
instruction for New Mexico, advocate of New Mexican history, and friend
of the Pino family and of Charles Lummis. In 1906 he published The Defeat of the Comanches in the Year 1717.43 According to Chaves, that year,
after Comanche raids through northern New Mexico carried "into captivity
Spanish children from all over the province," a council of war was held in
Santa Fe. The result of this council was to establish a Spanish force under
"Don Juan de Padilla, first, Don Carlos Fernandez, second, and Don Pedro
Pino of Santa Fe, third" against the Comanches. The force of five hundred
men passed Pecos Pueblo and Anton Chico, and then traveled east to the
Staked Plains. Chavez continued the story of the Spanish forces:
At last they came to a beautiful valley, where the scouts and trailers
who had gone ahead were awaiting them....
In those days the Spaniards wore their hair long similar to the
Indians, but tied in the back. Before starting all the men painted their·
faces red with almagre and let their hair down in order to look as much
like the Indians as possible. At break of day, ... a charge was ordered....
Many of the Comanches thought when they first saw the Spaniards
that they were bands of their own tribe returning from a victorious
campaign, but were soon undeceived.
The slaughter of Indians was terrible. Hundreds perished and seven
hundred prisoners were captured.... So severe was the punishment
inflicted upon the Comanches that they never again went on the war
path against the Spaniards....
Up to a few years ago there were yet in the hands of the Pino family
in Santa Fe old letters from Spain addressed to Don Pedro Bautista
Pi no, a New Mexico representative to the Spanish Cortes, giving full
accounts of what was done with the Comanche prisoners.
That expedition ended the wars between the Spanish settlers and
the Comanches for all time. Whenever the young bucks wanted to
start a war against the Spaniards the gray haired old men would take
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them to las "Orejas del Conejo" where in former times the great fight
took place and show them the pile of bones and skulls and repeat to
them the story of that famous fight and the fact that so many of their
ancestors were taken beyond the sea never to return, and that would
cool their desire to fight.
The story of this famous expedition was written in verse by one of
the members of the expedition, and to this day it is acted at some
places in the territory.44
Except for commenting that "up to a few years ago" the Pino family had
documents relating to the prisoners, Chaves offered no references for his
narrative. But Chaves's story did echo earlier motifs, for instance, the defeat
of the Comanches by deceit as in Thomas James's account. Chaves also
provided a specific location, the "Orejas del Conejos," the Rabbit Ears, presumably the landmark near present-day Clayton, New Mexico, although
there is no obvious "beautiful valley" near that locale. Chaves's final comment, that "the story of this famous expedition was written in verse ... and
to this day it is acted" was apparently the earliest published indication that
there was a play.
Aurelio M. Espinosa, 1907
Not only was there a play, but Chaves had a copy of it, which he lent to
Aurelio M. Espinosa, then a professor of modern languages at the University of New Mexico. In 1907 Espinosa transcribed and published the play,
along with a commentary, as "Los Comanches: A Spanish Heroic Play of
the Year Seventeen Hundred and Eighty."
Besides materials from Chaves, Espinosa added an historical commentary based on materials from Bancroft, Pino, the Albuquerque Libra de
entierros, as well as an unpublished manuscript by Manuel Alvarez. A native of Spain, Alvarez became a prominent resident of Santa Fe via St. Louis.
He served as U.S. consul in Santa Fe from 1836-1841. During his tenure, he
wrote several "memorials" concerning New Mexican affairs; unfortunately,
the manuscript cited by Espinosa has not been found. 4s
To provide an historical context, after some comments based on Bancroft,
Espinosa related the Tome incident, which he dated to 1777 and called "a
merciless attack."46 Quoting the Alvarez manuscript, Espinosa wrote that
"One of the recent actions of Spanish arms was in the Arroyo de Don Carlos,
called Don Carlos, from whom the arroyo took its name. The Comanches
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had recently been committing many depredations in northern New Mexico,
also a short time before in the Rio Abajo where they have taken women
from a family which claimed kinship with the Pinos."47 Much of this passage parallels Davis and Prince. Davis's Rito Don Carlos is the Arroyo Don
Carlos in Espinosa, and Espinosa's depredations in the Rio Abajo echo
Prince's version of the story. These similarities suggest that Alvarez may
have been one of the sources for Davis (and Prince), as well as for Espinosa.
Espinosa noted that Lummis had also discussed the Tome incident and
quoted the Libra de entierros in a slightly different wording than transcribed
by Bandelier. Espinosa commented on Chaves's misdating of the battle;
however, he made no comment on Lummis's similar failure to use the burial
book as evidence to date the Tome massacre to 26 May rather than to 8
September. Espinosa commented that "the dead ... included two members ofthe Pino family," whereas Alvarez had written only thatthey "claimed
kinship with the Pinos."48
Based on that data, but without direct reference, Espinosa then suggested:
It was after this massacre of the people at Tome at the hands of the
Comanches, ... and other numerous attacks on the smaller Spanish
villages ... [that] the expedition of 1777 under the command of Don
Carlos Fernandez, which furnished the subject matter of the play Los
Comanches was planned. This is evidently the same expedition and
victory over the Comanches, told by Mr. Amado Chavez ... but the
date is 1777 not 1717. 49
Espinosa also cited the Alvarez manuscript to pinpoint the battle.
According to the Alvarez ms [sic] ... and also as Mr. Chaves states, this
famous battle of Don Carlos and defeat of the Comanches took place
near Las Orejas del Conejo, between el arroyo Don Carlos and the
Colorado River. 50 The Comanches were surprised by the Spaniards in
the early morning, and according to Alvarez, the battle lasted all day....
It is the story of the disastrous defeat that furnishes the subject matter for
the play Los Comanches. The account ofMr. Chaves (if the date is
corrected), the narrative of Alvarez in manuscript and the story as
narrated in Los Comanches are the only account I know of this battle. 51
Espinosa also added in a footnote a quotation from Alvarez, "They say the
battle lasted from about ten in the morning untilla oraci6n."52
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Espinosa raised a number of topics for further research. The first of these
was the issue of dating the play. He wrote, "The date of its composition
cannot be definitely settled until the question of t~e authorship, and the
dates of the battle or battles which furnished the subject matter of this interesting dramatic narrative are definitely known."53 To this, Espinosa answered
himself somewhat questioningly in a footnote: "Mr. Amado Chaves has informed me that the author of Los Comanches is Don Pedro Pino, of Santa
Fe," and "Of Pino and the question of authorship, I have found no notices,
other than the information of Mr. Chaves."54
Espinosa's second topic for further research was establishing the identities of the Spanish characters in the play. Espinosa himself, however, did
not offer any further comments in that direction except to note that "the
Alvarez ms. speaks of an Alferez 55 Pena, who took part in the battle of 1779,
and he may be Don Jose de la Pena, of Los Comanches, and may have also
fought in 1777 with Don Carlos."56
Frederick W. Hodge, 19°7-1910
Frederick W. Hodge was a writer, anthropologist, and museum director. He
was on the Hemenway Expedition to the Southwest with Bandelier. He
later moved to the Smithsonian's Bureau of American Ethnology (BAE).
He served as editor, contributor, and chief wrangler of the Handbook of

American Indians North ofMexico , the famous BAE Bulletin 30, from about
19°1-1910. Hodge later became director of the BAE (1910-1918), editor of
Edward S. Curtis's The North American Indian, and was associated with the
Museum of the American Indian in New York City and the Southwest
Museum in Los Angeles (founded by Charles F. Lummis).
Although many of Hodge's own contributions to the Handbook are unsigned (as are many of the contributions), one that is signed is titled "Cuerno
Verde":
A celebrated Comanche warrior who led various raids against the
Spanish settlements along the Rio Grande in New Mexico in the latter
part of the 18th century. A force ... was led against him by Juan de
Anza [sic], governor of New Mexico, in 1778, and in a fight that took
place 95 leagues N.E. of Santa Fe, Cuerno Verde was killed, together
with 4 of his subchiefs, his "high priest," his eldest son, and 32 of his
warriors. 57
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Hodge gave no sources, but his description-including errors-is clearly
derived directly from the Documentos. Hodge's Handbook would influence
the history of Los Comanches in other ways.

Ralph E. Twitchell, 1911, 194
Ralph E. Twitchell was a lawyer, writer, and historian. Published in 1911, his
Leading Facts of New Mexican History, however, was not particularly originaL's He reproduced almost word for word Chaves's The Defeat of the
Comanches in 1717. His section describing Anza's 1779 campaign closely
paraphrased Bancroft (and the Documentos before him): "[Anza] defeated
and killed the celebrated Comanche chief Cuerno Verde, with four of his
leading sub-chiefs, his chief medicine man, his eldest son, and 32 of his
warriors." His footnote to that section echoed Hodge: "Cuerno Verde led
many successful Comanche raids against the Spanish settlers in the valley
of the Rio Grande in the latter part of the 18th century."59
More important was Twitchell's compilation, The Spanish Archives of
New Mexico.(j,) Interestingly, despite the enormous importance of the "defeat" of the Comanches and the resulting peace to New Mexico, Twitchell
made only two direct mentions of Cuerno Verde. The first was merely a
comment attached to the entry associated with the arrival of Governor Anza
in July of 1778: "[Anza] commanded a campaign against the Comanches
and in a battle with these Indians the famous Cuerno Verde (Greenhorn)
was killed. This campaign occurred in August and September, 1779."61 This
passage was not referenced by Twitchell. The second mention is in
Twitchell's summary of the contents of document T-187+ "Pena, Juan de
Dios, 1st Alferez, Santa Fe Company ... Service Record, ... Names: Teniente
Carlos Fernandes [sic], ... Governor De Anza, Comanches, Guajantolla,
Cuerno Verde, Aguila Bolteada (Comanche Chiefs)."62 This document is
Juan de Dios Pena's incomplete remembrance of his military service from
about 1770. Born 14 March 1748, Juan de Dios was the son of Jose de la
Pena-probably the Jose de la Pena of the play-and, in all likelihood, was
the "Alferez Pena" mentioned by Alvarez. 63
Pena's first campaign was under the command of Carlos Fernandez, the
protagonist of the play and whose name is reminiscent of the "RiolRito/
Arroyo Don Carlos" near the Orejas del Conejo, the alleged site of a battle
between Spaniards under a "Don Carlos" and some Comanches. According to Pena, however, this fight occurred at a place called "in the language
of this nation, Guajantolla." This is clearly the Comanche place name waha
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(two), toya (mountain) or Two Mountains. In later years, that name would
be associated with the Spanish Peaks, the double mountain north of Raton,
New Mexico. Pena's is the earliest-and possibly only-mention of that
place name in the Spanish Archives of New Mexico (SANM). Pena's length
of the battle, from nine in the morning until three in the afternoon, also
contrasts with the "action ofCreen Horn" given by Davis (three hours) and
by Alvarez ("from ten untilla oraci6n"). Pena's second campaign was obviously Governor Anza's 1779 expedition against Cuerno Verde. Paralleling
Anza, Pena located that fight in the Almagre Mountains. Pena's record also
offers evidence that the names Cuerno Verde and Aguila Bolteada were
remembered in New Mexico as late as 1805.
There are several other documents in the SANM that are of interest here.
Anza's Diano gives only totals for his forces, but there are monthly rosters of
the Santa Fe Presidio for October, November, and December 1779, the
months immediately after Anza's return from his fight with Cuerno Verde. 64
Those documents list by company, name, and rank the specific composition of the Tropa Veterano (veteran troop). The commander was, of course,
Cov. and Lt. Col. Juan Bautista de Anza. The second alferez of the light
company was don Salvador Rivera, of Los Comanches. The primer sargento
(first sergeant) of the Tropa de Cuera (leather armored troop) was Antonio
Cuererro, possibly the "Lieutenant Cuererro" noted by Davis. 65 The segundo
cavo (second corporal) of the Tropa Ligera (light troop) was Juan de Dios
Pena, while don Carlos Fernandez and don Bernardo Miera (the mapmaker)
were listed as "Distinguished soldiers."66 Tomas Madrid (Tomas Madril of the
play) was mentioned on the December list as being on detached duty, and in
September 1780, he was retired with an annual pension of 350 pesosY
Another Pena document of interest in the SANM is his contemporary
diary (as sergeant in command) of a joint campaign with some Comanches
against the Pawnees in the summer of 1790.68 On 21 June of that year, together with a troop of cavalry, about thirty vecinos of the Rio Arriba, and
Indians from San Juan and Taos Pueblos, he traveled across the passes east
of Taos. After six days, they arrived at un canon que esta en {rente de las
Orejas del Conejos (at a canyon in front of the Rabbit Ears), about sixty
leagues east of Taos. Although he, or his guide, apparently knew the name
of the place, Pena did not comment on whether he had previously been in
the vicinity; nor did he comment on the possible connection to his campaign with Carlos Fernandez some years before. Unfortunately, it is difficult to follow Pena's descriptions of his route and to identify landmarks with
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modern topographic details. There is not, for instance, any remarkable "canyon in front of the Rabbit Ears."
Gilberto Espinosa, 1931
In 1931 Aurelio Espinosa's brother Gilberto published a versified English
translation of Aurelio's text of the play Los Comanches. 69 His brief commentary, without specific citations, began by noting that "in 1777, they
[Comanches] made a most merciless attack on Tome, a small village which
still exists, some twenty miles'south of Albuquerque, in which attack they
massacred the entire population. They did not spare a single soul, man,
woman, or child."70 After making a brief excursion into New Mexican history and quoting from Bancroft but again without citation, Espinosa concluded his commentary:
In 1777 Juan Bautista de Anza, governor, ordered an expedition against
the Comanches determined to end their power. This expedition was
sent under the command of Don Carlos Fernandez [sic]. It is the
details of this battle, which occurred on the Staked Plains, in New
Mexico, that the theme of this poem is found. According to the
historian Alvarez, the Spaniards surprised the Comanches in the early
morning, the battle lasting all day. The Indians suffered a terrible
defeat. Hundreds of them were slain and hundreds taken [as] captives
to Santa Fe?l
Here, Gilberto Espinosa followed Aurelio's correction of Chaves's date
from 1717 to 1777 without comment. He also combined the Tome massacre,
Anza, and Fernandez motifs by having Governor Anza send Fernandez on
the campaign in retaliation for the massacre. The problem with this interpretation is that Anza was not governor in 1777.
Alfred B. Thomas, 1932, 1940
As noted above, Alfred B. Thomas's Forgotten Frontiers, published in 1932,
included a translation of Anza's campaign diary from 1779, which was previously available only in Spanish in the Documentos. In his introductory commentary, Thomas described Cuerno Verde: "A leader of remarkable
prowess ... risen to dominate the tribe ... this man, known throughout
New Mexico as Cuerno Verde, hated the Spaniards with a cold fury born
of the moment they had killed his father in battle. Against this vindictive
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enemy, Mendinueta had before urged relentless war and a presidio for defense at Taos."72 Thomas offered no sources for most of these comments,
and their origins are mostly unknown. As noted above, there is no indication in extant records that the name Cuerno Verde was known at all, let
alone "known throughout" New Mexico, before Anza's campaign. The best
support is for the phrase "cold fury born of the moment they killed his father," which comes from Anza's comment "against the Spaniards, a hatred
of whom because his father who also held the same command and power
met death at our hands."73 While Gov. Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta, Anza's
immediate predecessor, had indeed requested a presidio for Taos as early as
1772, the "vindictive enemy" - Thomas's own phrase, not a quotation from
Mendinueta-was apparently Comanches as a whole, not any particular
individuaj74

In Forgotten Frontiers, in footnotes to a commentary on the history of
Comanche-New Mexican relations, Thomas made references to but gave
only a summary of correspondence in 1774 between Governor Mendinueta
and the viceroy in Mexico City. In particular, Mendinueta described a
campaign under the command of Carlos Fernandez, "an aged but wary
Indian fighter":
[On 24 October 1774], coming upon the entire rancheria at about fifty
leagues from Santa Fe, he [Fernandez] attacked at once. Eighteen of
the encampment of eighty lodges fled at the outset, while the rest took
refuge about a pond in a wooded gully. There the Spaniards fell upon
them without mercy. Only one hundred and fifteen women and
children came out alive ... They also came off with about one
thousand mounts, horses and mares, donkeys and much spoij75

In his book The Plains Indians and New Mexico (1940), Thomas published the documentation of Fernandez's 1774 campaign. Thomas translated the documents cited in Forgotten Frontiers, as well as other documents
from Governor Mendinueta's administration. Thomas began with events
from the late 1760s.76 Following the arrival of Governor Mendinueta in 1767,
relations between the Comanches and New Mexicans oscillated between
peace and hostility. One downward swing began in September 1768 with
Comanche attacks - their causes, either general or specific, are unknownon Ojo Caliente northwest of Santa Fe. Governor Mendinueta's account
translated by Thomas states:
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On the 30th of the same month [October 1768], there appeared along
the frontier of Ojo Caliente a body of five hundred Comanches.... A
troop of the enemy advanced, commanded by one who wore as a
device a green horn in his forehead, fixed in a headdress or on a
tanned leather headpiece. But the besieged townsmen delivered a
volley which knocked down two of the enemy's troop and two others
nearby whose riders were at the point of taking away their dead....
As was learned in Taos and from the account of the Comanche who
was made prisoner, a barbarian has raised himself up among that
nation with the appearance and accouterments of those of a little king.
He has near his person a guard of armed men, pages who serve him
when he mounts and dismounts from his horse, holding a canopy or
shade of buffalo skins for him in which he takes his seat. All obey him.
. . . [In the fight at Ojo Caliente] their effort to carry away the body of
the one who commanded them, the one who carried the ridiculous
device, and the feeling they showed at his loss are very suggestive that
he may be the little king. 77
This is the earliest published reference to a chief wearing a green-horn
headdress. (Anza did not describe Cuerno Verde's headdress.) Comanche
horned headdresses, while not common, did exist. 78 In a footnote based on
his earlier publication of Anza's 1779 campaign diary, Thomas commented,
"Chief Greenhorn was not killed on this occasion. He met his death at the
hands of Governor Anza in 1779."79 Indeed~ other than the fact that the
warrior was wearing such a headdress and that he may have been the leader
of the party, there was nothing in Mendinueta's account to link him to the
name and title "Chief Greenhorn."
The descriptions of the "little king" and his accouterments "learned in
Taos and from the account of the Comanche who was made prisoner" were
probably greatly garbled in transmission through many mouths and ears.
The "canopy or shade of buffalo skins" was likely a huki (shade), traditionally a piece of rawhide with a circular cutout worn as a sun visor. 8o Nothing
about them indicates the trappings of Native royalty.
In documenting the events of 1774, Thomas translated the two letters
written by Mendinueta to the viceroy. The first, dated 30 September 1774,
described five Comanche attacks on various locations in New Mexico during 1773. Mendinueta also reported that, during that same period, other
groups of Comanches had gone to Taos for trade. 81
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The second letter was dated 20 October 1774. In it Mendinueta wrote
that, after a raid on Albuquerque, he set out to "make a campaign against
this same nation with all the armed forces that could be brought together,"
some six hundred soldiers, militia, and Indians. Mendinueta appointed don
Carlos Fernandez commander of this expedition. The governor described
Fernandez: "In spite of his advanced years, he is well known for his valor
and capacity. As lieutenant of this company on other expeditions, in which
he has held the same office, against this tribe, he discharged his duties to
the honor of the arms of our sovereign."82 Unfortunately, Mendinueta's summary of the campaign was sketchy at best, and many details, including distances and directions, were not given.
According to Mendinueta, Fernandez started out "to the east," presumably from Santa Fe, on 19 September by an unstated route. After several
night marches to avoid detection, his men found "the trail of the same
rancherfa, which, the day before had moved toward the south." How
Fernandez came to determine that it was the same rancherfa and that it was
hostile, rather than one of the peaceful groups that Mendinueta had reported trading at Taos, was not explained. The Spaniards attacked the
rancherfa with the result that, "of the men, women, and children, who occupied more than eighty tipis, only eighteen of the first escaped, owing to
the swiftness of their horses."83
A number of details in this report closely parallel Pena's record, including the times the battle started and ended, and the number of prisoners and
horses taken. However, the account does not confirm either Pena's version,
with the battle at the Guajantolla, or Alvarez's report of a battle at the Orejas
del Conejo. Mendinueta, unfortunately, did not name Fernandez's Comanche
opponent. Fernandez certainly knew some Comanche names, for the report of the 1749-175° Taos Junta de Guerra (Council of War), which he
attended had one of the earliest listings of individual Comanche names. 84
Given that he was with Anza in 1779 as a "distinguished soldier," if Fernandez
had known his opponent from five years earlier, he surely would have told
Anza at the start of that campaign, so that Anza would not have learned it
some weeks later after a long interrogation of a prisoner.
Arthur L. Campa, 1942
In his 1942 publication ofa Spanish text ofLos Comanches, Arthur L. Campa,
then a faculty member of the University of New Mexico, combined a number of manuscripts to "restore the drama."85 In his commentary, Campa
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cited Thomas's footnote references to Fernandez's battle in Forgotten Frontiers, but apparently did not know full translations were available:
Two outstanding battles in New Mexico between 1774 and 1779 saw
the rise and fall of a Comanche chieftain who had brought together a
number of his tribesmen under one banner. Cuerno Verde was an
impressive enough enemy to elicit the praise of the Spanish Indianfighter [Juan Bautista] de Anza. Out of the encounters with this
Comanche leader grew the heroic drama Los Comanches. The events
leading up to the incident in the play are previous to the advent of
Cuerno Verde's own conqueror, Bautista de Anza. It was out of
desperation that, in 1774, Governor Mendinueta sent Don Carlos
Fernandez
in pursuit of Cuerno Verde, who had just made a series
of attacks
Cuerno Verde, despite his terrible defeat in 1774, had
rallied with re-enforcements and was still at large, a menace to the
peace of New Mexico. 86
Here, as G. Espinosa had combined the Tome massacre, Anza, and
Fernandez motifs by having Governor Anza send Fernandez on the campaign in retaliation for the massacre, Campa combined the 1774 and 1779
fights into the workings of a single enemy: Cuerno Verde. But neither
Mendinueta nor Pena named Fernandez's 1774 opponent. Indeed, there is
no indication that anyone in New Mexico in either 1774 or 1779 knew the
specific identity of any Comanche enemy they would be facing before they
went into the field. In a footnote, Campa further commented:
There seems to be a difference of opinion regarding the battle upon
which the Los Comanches is based. [A. M.] Espinosa corrected the
date set by the late Amado Chaves from 1717 to 1777.... But this date
too is erroneous if we consider the correspondence of Governor
Mendinueta and Viceroy Bucareli.... In a letter to Bucareli dated
October 20,1774, Governor Mendinueta tells of Carlos Fernandez'
victory over the Comanches. This was undoubtedly the battle
described in the drama. 87
To bolster that argument, Campa contended that, since Anza was not mentioned in the play, it had to have been based on the 1774 fight. 88 But again,
given the lack of records of other battles fought by Fernandez, his 1774 fight
cannot "undoubtedly" be associated with that described in the play.
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George Sibley, 1952
By the early 1820S, the story of a decisive battle with the Comanches had
become known to Anglo Americans on the Santa Fe Trail. In 1825 George
Sibley was appointed to lead a party to survey the merchant road running
between Missouri and New Mexico. His report to Congress was printed in
1827, but his diary waS missing for over a century. It was found in 1938, but
World War II delayed its publication until 1952. On Monday, 17 October
1825, Sibley wrote in his journal, "A little below our camp ... there is a
grove of small cotton trees, and not far below that, [a small stream] ... bears
the name of Rio Don Carlos from a great victory achieved there over the
Comanche, many years ago, by a detatchment [sic] of Spanish Troops and
Militia commanded by an officer called Don Carlos."89 It is not clear how
Sibley learned of the story. His party did include Joseph R. Walker, who had
been to Santa Fe in the early 1820S, perhaps with William Becknell in 1821,
and again in 1823. The story may also have come from Francisco Largo, "an
old Comanche" guide who lived at Taos and led Sibley's party across the
mountains to Taos. 90
Juan Agustin de Morfi, 1967

In 1967 the rediscovered volumes of a diary kept by the Franciscan Juan
Agustin Morfi during a tour of inspection with Comdr. Gen. Teodoro de
Croix were published as Diario y derrotero, 1777-1781.91 It contains two notices relevant to this discussion. The first, written in Arizpe, Sonora, the
capital of the Provincias Internas, and dated 26 December 1779, noted in
clipped sentences:
Mail from Mexico, notice of the rank of the Commander in New
Mexico. General campaign against Comanches, with six hundred
men, to whom were joined, voluntarily, two hundred Utes and
Apaches. They killed more than four hundred and, among them, the
celebrated emperor Cuerno Verde, his first-horn son Aguila Volteada,
his paramount priest Jacobalante, and took twenty-five captives and
five hundred horses. 92
Then, on 8 April 1780, Morfi recorded, "I saw ... Merino who brought
Anza's diary."93
Morfi's accounts show that it took about two months for the news of
Anza's victory to reach Arizpe, a month for Antonio Bonilla, adjutant in-
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spector and secretary to Croix, to prepare his copy, and another two months
for Morfi to make his own copy, which ultimately ended up in the Archivo
General de la Naci6n-Historfas. Somewhere along the line, confusion crept
into Morfi's information for each Comanche participant was advanced
one political notch. Thus, Cuerno Verde was now "emperor" to Anza's "generalisimo" and Aguila Bolteada was now the "first born son" whereas Anza
did not name the son. Morfi's "sumo sacerdote Jacobalanta" mangled Anza's

"sumo pujacante

0

sacerdote."94

Elizabeth A. H. John, 1975
In 1975 historian Elizabeth A. H. John's Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds,
a synthesis of Indian-European interaction in New Mexico and Texas from
1540-1795, added a new twist to the story. She rearranged the documents in
Thomas's Plains Indians and New Mexico into a linear narrative form. She
argued that, by the late 1760s, "a powerful new chief emerged to lead [the
Comanches] .... Rumor had it that he commanded all the Comanche
nation and employed all the panoply and ceremony of a king."95 Of the fight
at Ojo Caliente on 30 October 1768, she wrote:
Watching Spaniards ... wondered if the fallen leader were that same
"King of the Comanches" whose rise had been gossiped about at Taos
and confirmed by interrogation of a Comanche prisoner. The next
decade's history suggests that the speculation was correct: that the
fallen chief left a son who dedicated his own life and those of his
followers to vengeance for his father. Wearing his father's emblem,
Cuerno Verde would scourge New Mexico until he died. 96
The linear narrative strategy enabled John to connect one person to two
episodes a decade apart: the warrior who, in 1768, wore a green-horned
headdress and the ~ar leader that, in 1779, Anza did not know he was chasing until several weeks into his expedition. As with Thomas, the unstated
link seems to have been Anza's comment that Cuemo Verde was fired with
a "hatred [of the Spaniards] ... because his father who also held the same
command and power met death at our hands."97 There is nothing else in the
documents to support the father-son link. Moreover, John implied that there
was more than one report of the "little king" when, actually, there is only
the one report published by Thomas.
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Stanley Noyes, 1993
In 1993 Santa Fe poet and novelist Stanley Noyes had a go at writing history
in his Los Comanches: The Horse People. 98 Noyes added a few twists of his
own to the story:
At the end of the following month [October 1768] five hundred
Comanches surrounded the plaza at Ojo Caliente before dawn....
The foray was unexceptional in all respects but one. This was the
presence of a chief wearing a green horn on his forehead. Later the
Spanish viceroy, the Marques de Croix, noted that "a barbarian has
raised himself up among that nation," posing as a "little king." The
viceroy apparently did not ask himself where the Comanche chieftain
got the idea of a "king" -surely the chief was powerfully influenced by
those same Spaniards he affected to despise. Cuerno Verde (Green
Horn), as he began to be called, constantly surrounded himself with a
bodyguard of warriors and had "pages" who served him when he
mounted or dismounted from his pony and who held a canopy of
buffalo hides over him, in whose shade he seated himself. 99
Here Noyes bypassed the Taos gossip and the prisoner interrogation as
the source of information on the "little king" and attributed it directly to
Croix. This, however, forced Noyes to eliminate that gossip and the possible exaggerations of third- or fourth-hand mistranslations, and to attribute
the "little king's" alleged authority to cultural diffusion.
After noting, "from Mendinueta's report de Croix inferred that the little
king had died in the raid at Ojo Caliente,"IOO Noyes added in a footnote:
Scholars disagree as to whether or not Cuerno Verde died on this
occasion. Thomas ... believes he did not. John ... on the other hand,
believes that the original chieftain died at Ojo Caliente and that his son
recovered his headdress and replaced him. A careful reading of Thomas'
translation renders her opinion the more persuasive of the twO. IOI
John, as noted above, had offered no evidence for her "opinion"; she had
merely made the assertion.
Susan Dahlberg, 1996
Beginning in the 195os, Los Comanches began to attract the attention of Hispanic literary scholars. 102 Most did not offer new or different historical insights.
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Scholars either followed the published works of Espinosa, Campa, and Noyes,
or raised questions without providing answers. The exception was Susan
Dahlberg, whose "Having the Last Word: Recording the Cost of Conquest in
Los Comanches," published in 1996, widened the historical scope. IOJ
Unfortunately, there are a number of inaccuracies in Dahlberg's version
of the story. Rather than limiting her discussion to the immediate events of
1768-1779, she began her analysis with events during the second governorship of Tomas Velez Cachupfn (1762-1767).104 Dahlberg implied that, during Velez Cachupfn's tenure, a formal treaty was arranged with the
Comanches, with formal conditions and "treaty laws." No such arrangement is recorded in the extant historical documents. Indeed, the earliest
documented "treaty" between Comanches and Spaniards was in 1771 under
Mendinueta. 105 There was no "change of policy" between Velez Cachupfn
and Mendinueta as Dahlberg claims; rather there was a continuity of policy.
In 1763 Velez Cachupfn had reported that, although "the Comanches had
given sign of their peaceful intent, he has taken measures to safeguard the
frontier, ... garrisoned them, with the troop of this province." Five years
later, in 1768, Mendinueta had hopes of "achieving peace with the
Comanche nation," although he was wary of their "reliability." He too established a new garrison, the one at Gjo Caliente. lo6 If anything the "change
of policy" occurred during Anza's administration, when the Spaniards decided on political grounds to make peace with the Comanches to keep Anglo
Americans out of New Mexico. 107
Dahlberg implies that hostilities began with the "five New Mexicans caught
violating treaty laws within a Comanche camp." However, Mendinueta specifically described the incident as "five settlers ... who, against the orders of
the alcalde mayor ... had gone to the rancherfa to carry on a very little trade
... [and] who, in the defense of their own lives, killed four Comanches."lo8
There are no further specifics about the incident to warrant Dahlberg's charge
of "duplicity" on either side. Dahlberg's speculation on the relative ages of
the two Cuerno Verdes was derived from John's assertion (and Noyes's followup) that the leaders of the 1768 and 1779 battles were father and son.
Thomas Kavanagh, 1986, 1996
I must include some of my own writing among the uncritical perpetuation
of the confusion surrounding Los Comanches. In my dissertation, I wrote,
"In 1768, the Comanche chief Cuerno Verde, Green Horn, was killed by
Spanish soldiers at Gio Caliente, north of Santa Fe. His son, also called
Cuerno Verde, led Comanche forces against the Spanish in a war which
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continued off and on for 20 years.... In 1779, Anza attacked and defeated
Cuerno Verde the younger."109 I did not give a citation for the first part of
that quotation, and only peripherally cited Thomas's Forgotten Frontiers for
the second. However, I was clearly influenced by John's presentation.
Ten years later, with additional research and thinking about the problem, I was a little more hesitant. After a more extended overview of the
events, I commented on Cuerno Verde, his father, and Anza. Specifically, I
accepted uncritically the combination of the incident at Ojo Caliente, the
Fernandez and Anza battles, and the play, without questioning the details
of any of them. As shown in this article, the first of those possible links is
based solely on the appearance of the headdress with the green horn. The
second is based on the assumption that Fernandez's fight was "undoubtedly" that of the play; but other than the co-occurrence of the name
Fernandez in both the play and the battle report, there is no evidence to
support the conclusion that his opponent was named Cuerno Verde. In
citing Pena's military record, I uncritically assumed his Cuajantoya to be
the Wahatoya in southern Colorado. Although I also cited Pena's 1790 itinerary, I neither then noted that his expedition had passed the Orejas del
Conejo, nor saw the possible dissonance among his claimed participation
in Fernandez' battle at the Cuajantoya, the other reports placing Fernandez'
battle at the Orejas del Conejo, and his 1790 report. lIO
Furthermore, I did not carry that uncertainty through to later sections of
the book. In discussing events of the early nineteenth century, I stated, "In
August [18°3] 'Cuerno Verde, alias EI Caricortado' Creen Horn or Cut Face
(not to be confused with the three Cuerno Verdes of 1767-79) came to Santa
Fe with news of [a 'Hill of Cold']" (emphasis added).1ll That should have read,
"the three Cuerno Verdes in the literature related to 1768-1779." Historically,
there was only one Cuerno Verde during that period, the one of 1779. Of the
other two, the one from 1768 was in fact nameless, and the one in the play was
fictional and may not have been related to the period 1768-1779 at all.
Interestingly, the date of that Cuerno Verde of 1803 was close to both Pena
(1805) and Pino (1812), but there is no other evidence of a connection. No
further mention of Caricortada arises in ethnohistorical documentation.

Conclusion to Part 1
Four things can be said about these events with certainty. First, in 1768,
during a fight at the new Spanish garrison at Ojo Caliente, New Mexico, a
Comanche warrior wearing a headdress with a green horn was killed. Sec-
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ond, in 1774, Carlos Fernandez of Santa Fe, serving as lieutenant of the
Santa Fe presidial troops, fought a battle with Comanches somewhere on
the plains of eastern New Mexico. Third, in 1777, there was a Comanche
massacre of Nuevomexicanos at Tome (and another in 1778, but for some
reason that one is never mentioned). Finally, in 1779, Gov. Juan Bautista de
Anza fought a battle with Comanches north of New Mexico in which a
Comanche leader, called Cuerno Verde by a captive, was killed; some thirty
years later that man was described (not named) as "Handsome and Brave"
and as a tabivo narityante.
What remains uncertain is whether the Comanche leader of the attack
on Ojo Caliente, the Comanche village attacked by Carlos Fernandez, the
circumstances surrounding the massacres at Tome, and Cuemo Verde (and
Aguila Bolteada) were related beyond a common Comanche linkage. That
a Comanche tekwl:miwapi who mayor may not have been killed at Ojo
Caliente was described as a "little king," probably has to do more with the
Spaniards' perceptions of Comanche leadership than with the realities of
Comanche leadership itself. In addition, the location of Carlos Fernandez's
1774 fight remains unclear- has Guajantolla been confused with Orejas de
Conejo? There is no documentary evidence to support either that the attacks on Tome were part of a broader rampage through the Rio Arriba or
Rio Abajo, or that those attacks were the violent consequences of an unfulfilled marriage contract.
Thus, no documentary evidence proves that the Cuerno Verde of 1779
had "scourged" New Mexico or was even known before Anza's campaign.
Indeed, still unknown are the specific reasons for Anza's campaign and his
choice of route to the north rather than to the east. The necessity that the
route allow the Spanish to avoid detection, "the reason for the failure of
most of the [previous] campaigns," seems to contradict the fact that at least
two campaigns in the summer of 1774 (Fernandez's and one other), as well
as one in 1778, were able to surprise and defeat Comanche forcesYZ
Ultimately, there seems to be no documentary evidence that Los
Comanches was written about any specific historical event. Perhaps clues to
the play's origins can be found through textual evidence from the play itself, a hypothesis that will be tested in the next installment of this article.
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